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ITEM 8.01  OTHER EVENTS

On September 18, 2014, the Company announced being named to the CRN Fast Growth 150 List.

On September 24, 2014, the Company announced being named a Datamax-O'Neil Premier Partner.

On October 2, 2014, the Company announced the securing of an order with a customer.

On October 9, 2014, the Company announced discussions with executives about the potential reduction in Company debt.

On October 29, 2014, the Company announced a preview of the 3rd quarter 2014 revenue.

ITEM 9.01.  FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND EXHIBITS.

(d)  Exhibits

16.1  Copy of press release filed September 18, 2014
16.2  Copy of press release filed September 24, 2014
16.3  Copy of press release filed October 2, 2014
16.4  Copy of press release filed October 9, 2014
16.5  Copy of press release filed October 29, 2014
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements  of  the  Securities  Exchange  Act  of  1934, the registrant  has  duly  caused  this  Report  to  be signed
on its behalf by the undersigned hereunto duly authorized.

Date: November 10, 2014

Quest Solution, Inc

By: /s/ Jason F. Griffith, CPA
Jason F. Griffith, CPA
Chief Executive Officer
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Quest Solution, Inc. Named to CRN Fast Growth 150 List
Prestigious List Recognizes Elite Group of Fastest Growing Solution Providers in the IT Channel

Henderson, Nevada (PRWEB) September 18, 2014

Quest Solution, Inc, "The Company" (OTCBB: QUES), announced today that it has been named to the CRN Fast Growth 150 list. The Fast Growth 150 list
recognizes those solution providers that have been the fastest growing over a two-year period based on gross revenue from calendar year 2011 to calendar
year 2013. These solution providers have demonstrated exceptional business finesse in order to thrive despite a turbulent IT economy.

“The solution providers recognized in CRN’s Fast Growth 150 list have successfully navigated the industry’s economic upheaval and have adapted their
businesses and grown despite the significant changes that evolving technologies like cloud computing, collaboration and mobility have created in the IT
space,” said Robert Faletra, CEO of The Channel Company, publisher of CRN. “These organizations are some of the most successful solution providers in
business today, and it is our pleasure to recognize them for their accomplishments and draw attention to them as leaders in today’s IT channel.”

“It is a distinct honor to be recognized by The Channel Company which has for decades been a champion of growth and innovation in our industry,” stated
Kurt Thomet, President, Quest Solution, Inc. “As we execute our business model with new technologies and leadership under our collective roof, a
recognition of our aptitude and successes is most welcomed.”

Highlights on the Fast Growth 150 list are featured in the October issue of CRN and can be viewed online at http://www.crn.com.

About The Channel Company

The Channel Company is the channel community's trusted authority for growth and innovation, with established brands including CRN, XChange Events,
IPED, and SharedVue. For more than three decades, we have leveraged our proven and leading-edge platforms to deliver prescriptive sales and marketing
solutions for the technology channel. The Channel Company provides Communication, Recruitment, Engagement, Enablement, Demand Generation and
Intelligence services to drive technology partnerships. Learn more at http://www.thechannelcompany.com.

JUST RELEASED… Quest Solution, Inc. Corporate Video:

http://bit.ly/1qWoOY9

For a Quest Solution, Inc. Investor Presentation please visit:

http://www.QuestSolution.com/investors.html

About Quest Solution, Inc.:

Quest Solution, Inc. is a leading provider in the technology, software, and mobile data collection systems business. The Company intends on continuing to
acquire existing companies with revenues and positive cash flow.

Quest Solution, Inc. serves as a national mobility systems integrator with a focus on design, delivery, deployment and support of fully integrated mobile
solutions. The Company takes a consultative approach by offering end to end solutions that include hardware, software, communications and full lifecycle
management services. The highly tenured team of professionals simplifies the integration process and delivers proven problem solving solutions backed by
numerous customer references.

Additionally to the recently announced creation of a wholly-owned division focused on commercializing Intellectual Property, Patents and Distribution of
industry-specific technologies in an array of new verticals. The new division will focus on acquisition of existing intangibles which will provide immediate
value to the company.

Information about Forward-Looking Statements

"Safe Harbor" Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 Statements in this press release relating to plans, strategies, economic
performance and trends, projections of results of specific activities or investments, and other statements that are not descriptions of historical facts may be
forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section
21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. This release contains "forward-looking statements" that include information relating to future events and future
financial and operating performance. The words "may," "would," "will," "expect," "estimate," "can," "believe," "potential" and similar expressions and variations
thereof are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements should not be read as a guarantee of future performance or results,
and will not necessarily be accurate indications of the times at, or by, which that performance or those results will be achieved. Forward-looking statements
are based on information available at the time they are made and/or management's good faith belief as of that time with respect to future events, and are
subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual performance or results to differ materially from those expressed in or suggested by the forward-
looking statements. Important factors that could cause these differences include, but are not limited to: fluctuations in demand for Quest Solution, Inc's
products, the introduction of new products, the Company's ability to maintain customer and strategic business relationships, the impact of competitive
products and pricing, growth in targeted markets, the adequacy of the Company's liquidity and financial strength to support its growth, and other information
that may be detailed from time-to-time in Quest Solution Inc.'s filings with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission. Examples of such forward
looking statements in this release include statements regarding growth in our parts and vehicle sales and increases in our ability to produce new products.
For a more detailed description of the risk factors and uncertainties affecting Quest Solution, Inc. please refer to the Company's recent Securities and
Exchange Commission filings, which are available at http://www.sec.gov. Quest Solution, Inc. undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any
forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

Quest Solution Investor Relations & Financial Media: 
I.M.I. 
888-216-3595 
info(at)integrityir.com

Contacts 
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Betzi Hanc                                                              
The Channel Company                       
508.416.1182                                         
bhanc(at)thechannelcompany.com
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Quest Solution, Inc. Named Datamax-O’Neil Premier Partner
Additional benefits to be provided to the Company for achieving the status.

Henderson, Nevada (PRWEB) September 24, 2014

Quest Solution, Inc, "The Company" (OTCBB: QUES), is pleased to announce it has been promoted to Premier Partner status in the Datamax-O'Neil Valued
Partner Program (VPP). Headquartered in Orlando, Florida, Datamax-O’Neil is a global provider of label and receipt printing solutions.

The Valued Partner Program was established in 2006. Members of the VPP are assigned a reseller category based on their business model, commitment to
Datamax-O'Neil, and other qualifying requirements. Under the new 2014 VPP structure announced in July, resellers can receive comprehensive support in
one of four categories: DMAR, Authorized, Select and Premier. Partners benefit from advantages such as lead generation services, extra discounts and
rewards, which helps Datamax-O'Neil support growth and sales among its resellers worldwide.

As a Premier Partner, Quest Solution, Inc. will receive additional discounts which will support competitive selling in Quest Solution, Inc.'s target vertical
markets.

"We are thrilled with the efforts Quest Solution, Inc. has put forth in promoting our printers in the marketplace, and their dedication to the Datamax-O'Neil
product line," said Tom Park, VP Portable Business Unit, at Datamax-O'Neil. "Our success in the Automatic Identification and Data Collection market depends
on the hard work of our channel partners. Quest Solution, Inc. is a valuable member of our channel community, and as a Premier Partner, will be positioned to
expand sales of our printers in the future."

"Quest Solution, Inc. is proud to be named as a Datamax-O'Neil Premier Partner," said George Zicman, SVP of Sales, Quest Solution, Inc. "We will continue
our commitment to deliver innovative solutions utilizing the Datamax-O'Neil family of printers, and look forward to more success in the future."

About Datamax-O’Neil

Datamax-O’Neil is a trusted global provider of stationary, portable and mobile label and receipt printing solution products that enable manufacturing and
supply markets to capture the benefits of automated product identification and automated legal and financial transactions. Datamax-O’Neil is the barcode and
mobile printing business group of Dover Corporation’s Engineered Systems segment. The company’s products address a wide variety of applications,
including those in the industrial, healthcare, retail, automotive and ticketing market sectors. Datamax-O’Neil is headquartered in Orlando, Florida, and
maintains key facilities in California, Illinois, and France, as well as sales and technical support offices around the world.

For more information, visit 
http://www.datamax-oneil.com/do/com/EN-US/index.cfm

For a Quest Solution, Inc. Investor Presentation please visit:

http://questsolution.com/investors.html

For more information http://www.QuestSolution.com

About Quest Solution, Inc.:

Quest Solution, Inc. is a leading provider in the technology, software, and mobile data collection systems business. The Company intends on continuing to
acquire existing companies with revenues and positive cash flow.

Quest Solution, Inc. serves as a national mobility systems integrator with a focus on design, delivery, deployment and support of fully integrated mobile
solutions. The Company takes a consultative approach by offering end to end solutions that include hardware, software, communications and full lifecycle
management services. The highly tenured team of professionals simplifies the integration process and delivers proven problem solving solutions backed by
numerous customer references.

Additionally the Company recently announced creation of a wholly-owned division focused on commercializing Intellectual Property, Patents and Distribution
of industry-specific technologies in an array of new verticals. The new division will focus on acquisition of existing intangibles which will provide immediate
value to the company.

Information about Forward-Looking Statements

"Safe Harbor" Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 Statements in this press release relating to plans, strategies, economic
performance and trends, projections of results of specific activities or investments, and other statements that are not descriptions of historical facts may be
forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section
21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. This release contains "forward-looking statements" that include information relating to future events and future
financial and operating performance. The words "may," "would," "will," "expect," "estimate," "can," "believe," "potential" and similar expressions and variations
thereof are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements should not be read as a guarantee of future performance or results,
and will not necessarily be accurate indications of the times at, or by, which that performance or those results will be achieved. Forward-looking statements
are based on information available at the time they are made and/or management's good faith belief as of that time with respect to future events, and are
subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual performance or results to differ materially from those expressed in or suggested by the forward-
looking statements. Important factors that could cause these differences include, but are not limited to: fluctuations in demand for Quest Solution, Inc's
products, the introduction of new products, the Company's ability to maintain customer and strategic business relationships, the impact of competitive
products and pricing, growth in targeted markets, the adequacy of the Company's liquidity and financial strength to support its growth, and other information
that may be detailed from time-to-time in Quest Solution Inc.'s filings with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission. Examples of such forward
looking statements in this release include statements regarding growth in our parts and vehicle sales and increases in our ability to produce new products.
For a more detailed description of the risk factors and uncertainties affecting Quest Solution, Inc. please refer to the Company's recent Securities and
Exchange Commission filings, which are available at http://www.sec.gov. Quest Solution, Inc. undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any
forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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Quest Solution, Inc. Secures $ 1+ Million Order with Alpha Baking
Leading Bakery is 5th in Top 30 to Choose Quest Solution, Inc.

Henderson, Nevada (PRWEB) October 02, 2014

Quest Solution, Inc, "The Company" (OTCBB: QUES), is pleased to announce it has successfully sold a new route accounting solution to Alpha Baking
Company, Inc.

Alpha Baking is one of the largest specialty baking companies in the U.S., and it has been recognized as a Top Sysco Supplier, Top Burger King Supplier,
Kroger Bakeries Supplier of the Year and Sosland Publication’s Baker of the Year in 2004.

“We are tremendously pleased to provide Quest Solution’s technology to a market leader like Alpha Baking,” stated Kurt Thomet, President, Quest Solution,
Inc. “This significant deal adds to our penetration in the bakery vertical and expresses the strong utility of our technology in an array of supply chain
companies. Moreover, it also shows clearly that a large market leader with many choices for potential technology partners has selected Quest Solution, Inc. to
be the integrator of hardware, strategic software partner MiT Systems, Inc. software and professional services provider. Of course, it also projects to add
significant revenue.”

Of the top 30 bakers in the industry, Alpha is the fifth member of this elite group to choose Quest Solution, Inc. These bakers recognize the highly configurable
solution combined with the very best industry expertise and professional services yield advantages more affordably than any other choice in the market
today. With Quest Solution, Inc., bakeries serve more customers with less resources used, and with the advanced elements of correct forecasting, the result is
fewer stales and stock outs.

“After considering a number of options we selected Quest Solution, Inc. to provide the solution integration Alpha Baking needed to continue its successes in
the marketplace,” said William Houston, Director of Information Technology – Alpha Baking. “In addition to Quest Solution’s impressive technology portfolio,
we truly appreciate Quest Solution’s dedication to our project, being engaged from the start with route rides and taking the time to truly understand our
business. Working with Quest Solution, Inc. made us realize how good a partnership with a vendor can be and made us look at our other vendor relationships
differently.”

About Alpha Baking Company, Inc.:

Alpha Baking Company, Inc. is a privately owned manufacturer of bread, buns, and rolls. Headquartered in Chicago, Alpha Baking produces bread products
for retail and fresh local distribution and frozen distribution nationwide. With production plants in Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin, Alpha Baking employs over
1400 people and utilizes over 300 trucks in its delivery fleet. Well-known retail brands include Natural Ovens Bakery and S. Rosen's, which was founded in
Chicago in 1909 and is served in over 90 percent of Chicagoland hot dog stands. For more information on Alpha Baking's product offerings, company history
and executive staff, please visit http://www.alphabaking.com.

For a Quest Solution Investor Presentation please visit:

http://questsolution.com/investors.html

For more information http://www.QuestSolution.com

About Quest Solution, Inc.:

Quest Solution, Inc. is a leading provider in the technology, software, and mobile data collection systems business. The Company intends on continuing to
acquire existing companies with revenues and positive cash flow.

Quest Solution, Inc. serves as a national mobility systems integrator with a focus on design, delivery, deployment and support of fully integrated mobile
solutions. The Company takes a consultative approach by offering end to end solutions that include hardware, software, communications and full lifecycle
management services. The highly tenured team of professionals simplifies the integration process and delivers proven problem solving solutions backed by
numerous customer references.

Additionally the Company recently announced the creation of a wholly-owned division focused on commercializing Intellectual Property, Patents and
Distribution of industry-specific technologies in an array of new verticals. The new division will focus on acquisition of existing intangibles which will provide
immediate value to the company.

Information about Forward-Looking Statements

"Safe Harbor" Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 Statements in this press release relating to plans, strategies, economic
performance and trends, projections of results of specific activities or investments, and other statements that are not descriptions of historical facts may be
forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section
21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. This release contains "forward-looking statements" that include information relating to future events and future
financial and operating performance. The words "may," "would," "will," "expect," "estimate," "can," "believe," "potential" and similar expressions and variations
thereof are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements should not be read as a guarantee of future performance or results,
and will not necessarily be accurate indications of the times at, or by, which that performance or those results will be achieved. Forward-looking statements
are based on information available at the time they are made and/or management's good faith belief as of that time with respect to future events, and are
subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual performance or results to differ materially from those expressed in or suggested by the forward-
looking statements. Important factors that could cause these differences include, but are not limited to: fluctuations in demand for Quest Solution, Inc's
products, the introduction of new products, the Company's ability to maintain customer and strategic business relationships, the impact of competitive
products and pricing, growth in targeted markets, the adequacy of the Company's liquidity and financial strength to support its growth, and other information
that may be detailed from time-to-time in Quest Solution Inc.'s filings with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission. Examples of such forward
looking statements in this release include statements regarding growth in our parts and vehicle sales and increases in our ability to produce new products.
For a more detailed description of the risk factors and uncertainties affecting Quest Solution, Inc. please refer to the Company's recent Securities and
Exchange Commission filings, which are available at http://www.sec.gov. Quest Solution, Inc. undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any
forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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Quest Solution, Inc. and Senior Executives to Reduce Debt
Actions to help with potential acquisitions and debt service reduction.

Henderson, Nevada (PRWEB) October 09, 2014

Quest Solution, Inc, or "The Company" (OTCBB: QUES), is pleased to announce that several Senior Executives of the Company have agreed to a transaction
with the Company.

“Based on our ongoing commitment to Quest Solution, Inc., we are in discussions to convert some of our debt into common stock in Quest Solution, Inc.,”
stated Kurt Thomet. “While we are still formalizing the final details of the transaction, I am comfortable stating the executed agreement will provide us with a
strong stock ownership position in the company, while at the same time reducing the Company's debt.”

“We believe that this debt reduction will help with potential acquisitions, bank financing, and investment banking relationships, and relieve the burden of the
debt service,” stated Jason Griffith, CEO of Quest Solution, Inc. “In furtherance of earlier discussions and conversations related to this transaction, we are
excited about what this means for the Company and our shareholders in that it demonstrates significant confidence in the future of the Company by the
executives.”

“Additionally, our management, operations and sales team have worked extremely hard this year and are excited about preliminary indications of our 3rd
quarter results to deliver to our independent auditor to begin our Form 10-Q review process,” added Griffith.

For more information http://www.QuestSolution.com

About Quest Solution, Inc.:

Quest Solution, Inc. is a leading provider in the technology, software, and mobile data collection systems business. The Company intends on continuing to
acquire existing companies with revenues and positive cash flow.

Quest Solution, Inc. serves as a national mobility systems integrator with a focus on design, delivery, deployment and support of fully integrated mobile
solutions. The Company takes a consultative approach by offering end to end solutions that include hardware, software, communications and full lifecycle
management services. The highly tenured team of professionals simplifies the integration process and delivers proven problem solving solutions backed by
numerous customer references.

Additionally the Company recently announced the creation of a wholly-owned division focused on commercializing Intellectual Property, Patents and
Distribution of industry-specific technologies in an array of new verticals. The new division will focus on acquisition of existing intangibles which will provide
immediate value to the company.

Information about Forward-Looking Statements

"Safe Harbor" Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 Statements in this press release relating to plans, strategies, economic
performance and trends, projections of results of specific activities or investments, and other statements that are not descriptions of historical facts may be
forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section
21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. This release contains "forward-looking statements" that include information relating to future events and future
financial and operating performance. The words "may," "would," "will," "expect," "estimate," "can," "believe," "potential" and similar expressions and variations
thereof are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements should not be read as a guarantee of future performance or results,
and will not necessarily be accurate indications of the times at, or by, which that performance or those results will be achieved. Forward-looking statements
are based on information available at the time they are made and/or management's good faith belief as of that time with respect to future events, and are
subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual performance or results to differ materially from those expressed in or suggested by the forward-
looking statements. Important factors that could cause these differences include, but are not limited to: fluctuations in demand for Quest Solution, Inc's
products, the introduction of new products, the Company's ability to maintain customer and strategic business relationships, the impact of competitive
products and pricing, growth in targeted markets, the adequacy of the Company's liquidity and financial strength to support its growth, and other information
that may be detailed from time-to-time in Quest Solution Inc.'s filings with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission. Examples of such forward
looking statements in this release include statements regarding growth in our parts and vehicle sales and increases in our ability to produce new products.
For a more detailed description of the risk factors and uncertainties affecting Quest Solution, Inc. please refer to the Company's recent Securities and
Exchange Commission filings, which are available at http://www.sec.gov. Quest Solution, Inc. undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any
forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

Quest Solution Investor Relations & Financial Media: 
I.M.I. 
888-216-3595 
info(at)integrityir.com
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Quest Solution, Inc. Provides Preview for 3rd Quarter, Exceeds $9 Million in
Revenue for the Period
Quarterly Report Should Confirm Best Revenue Quarter Ever for the Company

Henderson, Nevada (PRWEB) October 29, 2014

Quest Solution, Inc, "The Company" (OTCBB: QUES), is pleased to provide a revenue preview for the third quarter ending September 30, 2014. The full 10-Q
filing will be available on the SEC's website: http://www.sec.gov on or before November 14, 2014.

The Company expects to report in excess of $9 million in revenue for the period as compared to the same period in 2013 when the Company reported
approximately $7.8 million in revenue. Revenue totals have increased over 70% from two years ago and adjusted gross margin has increased over 18% from
Q3 2013 to date.

“With all of the consolidation of major manufacturers in this market, we have maintained high levels of performance well above industry norms,” stated Kurt
Thomet, President, Quest Solution, Inc. “We have great people, superior software and professional processes which propel our continued growth.

Additionally, we are working on fine tuning our marketing and customer penetration strategies with our own sales teams and with larger, better funded field
sales organizations of our strategic hardware and distribution partners.”

“I am also pleased to report that our growth has come from both new customers and existing long term multi year customers.  Our number of major well known
corporations with whom we do business has increased and our strategy of going deeper and wider inside our customer base is resulting in great new
projects ” added Thomet.

For a Quest Solution Investor Presentation please visit:

http://questsolution.com/investors.html

For more information http://www.QuestSolution.com

For a two minute video:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=1Iy2U5Ja-Fc

About Quest Solution, Inc.:

Quest Solution, Inc. is a leading provider in the technology, software, and mobile data collection systems business. The Company intends on continuing to
acquire existing companies with revenues and positive cash flow.

Quest Solution, Inc. serves as a national mobility systems integrator with a focus on design, delivery, deployment and support of fully integrated mobile
solutions. The Company takes a consultative approach by offering end to end solutions that include hardware, software, communications and full lifecycle
management services. The highly tenured team of professionals simplifies the integration process and delivers proven problem solving solutions backed by
numerous customer references.

Additionally the Company recently announced the creation of a wholly-owned division focused on commercializing Intellectual Property, Patents and
Distribution of industry-specific technologies in an array of new verticals. The new division will focus on the acquisition of existing intangibles which will
provide immediate value to the company.

Information about Forward-Looking Statements

"Safe Harbor" Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 Statements in this press release relating to plans, strategies, economic
performance and trends, projections of results of specific activities or investments, and other statements that are not descriptions of historical facts may be
forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section
21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. This release contains "forward-looking statements" that include information relating to future events and future
financial and operating performance. The words "may," "would," "will," "expect," "estimate," "can," "believe," "potential" and similar expressions and variations
thereof are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements should not be read as a guarantee of future performance or results,
and will not necessarily be accurate indications of the times at, or by, which that performance or those results will be achieved. Forward-looking statements
are based on information available at the time they are made and/or management's good faith belief as of that time with respect to future events, and are
subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual performance or results to differ materially from those expressed in or suggested by the forward-
looking statements. Important factors that could cause these differences include, but are not limited to: fluctuations in demand for Quest Solution, Inc's
products, the introduction of new products, the Company's ability to maintain customer and strategic business relationships, the impact of competitive
products and pricing, growth in targeted markets, the adequacy of the Company's liquidity and financial strength to support its growth, and other information
that may be detailed from time-to-time in Quest Solution Inc.'s filings with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission. Examples of such forward
looking statements in this release include statements regarding growth in our parts and vehicle sales and increases in our ability to produce new products.
For a more detailed description of the risk factors and uncertainties affecting Quest Solution, Inc. please refer to the Company's recent Securities and
Exchange Commission filings, which are available at http://www.sec.gov. Quest Solution, Inc. undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any
forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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Source: Quest Solution, Inc., 8-K, November 12, 2014 Powered by Morningstar® Document Research℠
The information contained herein may not be copied, adapted or distributed and is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. The user assumes all risks for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information,
except to the extent such damages or losses cannot be limited or excluded by applicable law. Past financial performance is no guarantee of future results.
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